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Jack Hanley Gallery is pleased present Future Nature, a group exhibition probing the current state of the world in a
postnatural age and the implications for the future. Rather than an apocalyptic demise by technology as E.M.
Forester predicted in “The Machine Stops,” nine artists present questions of land use, citizenship, migration, and
political action. Through their interventions for Future Nature, Edgardo Aragón, Michael Assiff, Jess Johnson,
Marie Lorenz, Mathieu Pernot, Thiago Rocha Pitta, Khvay Samnang, Clement Siatous and Hiroki Tsukuda each
explore an imagined, alternate reality as a result of mankind’s interruptions in nature.
Clement Siatous’s two paintings of life in the Chagos Archipelago are instantly seductive with their bright, beachy
palette and calm waters that fill half the canvas. Like a cinematic film still, the skies are filled with endemic and
plentiful palm trees set against pristine sand in “Diego Garcia Katalina sur zil,” and bushy clouds reflected in the
pristine water and dock in “R barkossion de copra sur la mer dan Diego Garcia.” These two paintings luxuriate in
warmth and an annoyingly idyllic landscape, begging you to ignore the comically large freighter ship whose
tethering ropes zoom to the foreground where we encounter a shirtless laborer. In fact, every person in the painting
is abuzz with purpose, indicating the booming copra and fishing industry of Chagos, a far cry from an imagined
Island life. Through his complex acrylic paintings, Siatous masterfully conveys the insulting history of a forgotten
people, caught in the political crossfires and perennially marginalized because of their advantageously situated
island. After being discovered by the Portuguese explorer, Chagos was populated by the French, who transformed
Diego Garcia, the largest island in the Chagos Archipelago with an advantageously deep lagoon, into a series of
plantations and the nexus of their slave trade. The Archipelago was surrendered to the English who used it as
refueling station and minor base for their Royal Navy, as evidenced in “Diego Garcia Katalina sur zil,” which
depicts a famously damaged and beached Catalina aircraft from 1944. As if to rub salt in the proverbial wound, by
1950, the English then began colluding with the United States who were in need of “an uninhabited island” in the
Indian Ocean where they could build their own Naval Base. “R barkossion de copra sur la mer dan Diego Garcia”
is set in 1966 when the United States executed an agreement with the British to lease the land for 50 years
(through December 2016) and the year before all plantations were systematically closed and residents of Diego
Garcia were forcibly expelled without compensation.
In claiming that a permanent population never existed in the Chagos Islands, The British government repeatedly
trivialized and ignored the Chagossians, facilitated by the sparse photographic evidence and minimal
documentation of their heritage. Continued appeals and hearings to return to their homeland have been perpetually
overlooked and verdicts postponed. Recently there have even been attempts to keep out the Chagossians by
turning the polluted lagoon into a natural reserve. As a poignant counterpoint to the methodical abuse by Allied
Powers, Siatous does not ignore or glamorize any aspect of its sordid history and grounds each canvas with a
historically significant date and title in what he calls “a political act,” celebrating a much longed for life in his
hometown of Diego Garcia and a hopeful vision for the future.
Much like Clement’s work, Khvay Samnang’s multimedia presentation of “Rubber Man” responds to the colonial
legacy of land use and its effects on the indigenous population. Samnang’s deeply poetic video and film stills
comment on the increasing deforestation and privatization of land in Cambodia's northeast highland province of

Ratanakiri. When the French brought hevea (rubber tree) seeds from Brazil to Indochina, rubber tree plantations
became central to the Cambodian’s mythology. The diverse indigenous population ties the worship of their
ancestral spirits with the elaborate subsistence cycle of planting, transplanting, harvesting, and regeneration. In
Future Nature, Samnang’s video and accompanying two film stills problematize the impact of unrestrained
economic growth and reckless exploitation of natural resources on Cambodian ecosystem and social life with calm,
elegant resistance and intentionally futile gestures. The artist’s work questions where the spirits will live when the
ancient forests and communal lands are lost to private cash crops.
Michael Assiff’s work also tackles the dichotomy of man’s use and exploitation of nature. It focuses on an imagined
and yet historical nature. Henri Rousseau’s large paintings with plentiful foliage and vegetation fascinated Assiff, as
Rousseau painted repeating flora and fauna while living in a rapidly urbanizing city and yet had never been to the
jungle. Assiff translates the luscious exoticism of the Rousseau’s original paintings into a thick, almost basrelief
plasticity and removes the figures and animals to create an aestheticized deforestation as visible in “Untitled
(Exotic Landscape).” The artist explores the deeply political undertones of colonialists’ aspirations for the exotic
untapped wealth of indigenous peoples in “Untitled (African Grey),” which depicts a mythical Dutchmen traipsing
through colonized Africa. By contrasting a plentiful wall of foliage with the plastic synthetic coating he uses to
meticulously cover the surface, the artist hopes to show how the natural ecosystem remains an instrument of
human utility.
Just as Rousseau only painted a nature he imagined, Assiff’s “Untitled (Conventional)” is taken from Farmville, the
farming simulation game where users can create their own alternate reality from the safety and comfort of their
home. In this work, Assiff creates a classical molding of identical, plump and penned pigs that have been digitally
raised for simulated slaughter. Through his tactile and inventive work steeped in dark humor, Assiff illustrates
mankind’s proclivity to fetishize, reduce and exploit the environment, making every effort to avoid actual interaction.
Edgardo Aragón’s multimedia practice also highlights the systematic geopolitical, financial, social and
developmental injustices that perpetually plague a region. In Aragón’s case, his work responds to such issues in
his native Mesoamerica, the cradle of Mayan, Aztec and Zapotec cultures. While instrumental to the development
of modern society, this region has become a hotbed of cartelrelated violence and corruption. For Future Nature,
Aragón presents two handdrawn maps with elaborate coloring, entitled “Mesoamérica: Grandes Civilizaciones,” as
a critical cartography to reveal the power structures in Mexico. The first map bears a large red 43 and depicts large
mythical beasts representing the parties involved in the disappearance of 43 students from the University of
Ayotzinapa just outside of Acapulco on 26 September 2014. As is common practice of demonstrating students in
Mexico, they hijacked a bus to attend a protest, but they were pulled over upon reaching the Chipote bridge. The
local police shot the tires, broke the bus windows with rocks and sticks and finally shot Tear gas into the bus until
the students exited and were loaded onto police patrol trucks. Although two federal police arrived on the scene,
they did not interfere. The remaining students were then loaded into a second police vehicle from another town
never to be seen or heard from.
Aragón’s cartoonish and childlike representations of the responsible parties, calls attention to the optimistic
outlook of the student protesters who have been missing for two years. The red region on the first map calls
attention to the site of the sordid disappearance which the federal attorney refuses to investigate and also connects
with the highlighted pathways from South and Central America to North America in Aragón’s second map. This
map’s red network highlights the infamous route of the “Tren de la muerte” or “La Bestia” meaning the Train of
Death or the Beast. Roughly half a million migrants annually from all parts of Southern and Central America ride

atop freight trains to traverse Mexico in hopes of reaching America. Hugely dangerous with innumerable fatalities
and horrific injuries, migrants are consistently raped, assaulted and robbed. Aragón’s thoughtful maps highlight the
north and south in the same color with a nexus between the two, demonstrating both a visual and a cultural
interconnectedness that is often overlooked.
Aragón’s visual representation of flow of discriminated immigrants is echoed in Marie Lorenz’s exploration of urban
waterways and the celebration of cast aside human matter. She finds beauty in the debris that accumulates at the
base of harbor pilings and wash ashore. An avid marine explorer, Lorenz builds boats to navigate urban waterways
and relishes the unexpected array of flotsam brought in by the tides. Her installation entitled “Vessels” is comprised
of cast water bottles, plastic jugs, Styrofoam cups with a plastic basket at the center. The dramatic web of lifesized
white ceramic detritus are delicately strung on cords which issue from the ceiling and are tied together are the
base. Lorenz’s beachcombing is a solitary venture with little to no human interaction yet the debris is a clear
indication of recent human presence. In an eerie way, this impressive cornucopia of fossilized debris serves as a
record of human presence as if after an apocalypse.
Thiago Rocha Pitta also investigates human impact through his intense study of the alchemical properties of
nature. The artist stages small interventions in nature that force an entrophic but natural process. In “Temporal
maps of a non sedimented land #1,” Rocha Pitta causes desert soil in Argentina to spill over the edge of a cliff,
much like sand in an hourglass. While beautifully photographed as if a National Geographic spread with muted
colors, the captured erosion is far from a naturally occurring phenomenon to celebrate, and instead is a manmade
effect that is destructive. Rocha Pitta shows that maps cannot capture the catastrophic results of human activity on
nature and the ongoing effects of time.
Executed in charcoal and meticulous ink, Hiroki Tsukuda’s “Astrophobia” uses forced perspective to collapse
space and futuristic machinery render an “outer world.” Growing up on the Shikoku Island in Japan, the artist would
imagine possible cityscapes that lay beyond and upon moving to Tokyo, was inspired by the bustling metropolis’
architecture. The artist uses a computer to painstakingly blend images from his own collection with those he finds
online. He then draws the combined product in ink and charcoal, adding hints of gestural paint to “complete the
monochromatic images of worlds within worlds.” Colorblind, Tsukuda works predominantly in vertiginous black and
white, creating a highly defined graphic realism and skillfully mashingup dystopian iconography, science fiction
and popular video games. These futuristic and fragmented landscapes create an alternate world devoid of humans
that is particularly poignant in the highly mechanized, digital world of today.
Much like Tsukuda’s imagined alternate environment, Jess Johnson’s optical, graphical explorations envision a
dystopian space. In “Tyranny of the Human Diagram,” repeating figures are bent over subserviently with the
supportive structure of a cube in the center. Masks reminiscent of Aztec or Celtic demigods flank the lower edge.
The fastidiously rendered complex drawings merge 1980’s video games with a very sophisticated spatial
awareness. The central figures have intertwined fourpart braids issuing from their mouths beneath the block
letters of Tyranny of the Human Diagram.
Johnson is particularly intrigued by the notion of “worldbuilding.” Her three colorful works for Future Nature, are
like hypnotic rock posters with their flattened perspective and inviting fantasy world of astral planes. “We Dream Of
Networks,” has limp floating figures absorbed in an amoeba, wearing simulation goggles. A decadent gate is
halfdrawn and from it hangs a decorative vase atop a pedestal. In this mindtwitching alternative virtual reality, the
artist aims to show “architectural monuments’ of some alien civilization and are populated with contorted humanoid

figures and batfaced aliens.” We are taught to think that reality is fixed, but Johnson approaches it as a
multidimensional and everchanging. Her works for Future Nature explore the bounds of technology and multiple
futures, and through her nonthreatening virtual reality, we have a connecting force through which we can dissolve
boundaries.
Mathieu Pernot’s work is equally interested in the dissolution of boundaries. Through his deeply moving
photographs respond to the inequality of our contemporary world. Inspired by the intellectual legacy of French
philosopher activist Michel Foucault, His photographs bear witness to fringe architectural spaces and the
marginalized populations who reside in them. Crumbling social housing projects, panoptic prisons, psychiatric
asylums, nomadic communities of migrants and gypsies peoplethese are the recurrent subjects of Pernot’s
oeuvre. For Future Nature, he presents a series of photographs of cold, foreboding prison yards. This area of
confined freedom for the inmates is also a place of absolute surveillance. Yet these metal fences and concrete
buildings are interrupted by the anarchic sprouting of invasive plants, demonstrating the ability of nature to thrive in
the most inhospitable environments  a metaphor for the pervasion of mankind’s spirit in the least inviting of
spaces.
As mankind wrestles for constant control over nature through deforestation, development and other means of
containment, the more nature will find ways to evolve that are unexpected. The artists in Future Nature fight for an
awareness and understanding of this forced change through the underlying politics and economics, but also for a
reimagining of what nature will look like when it mutates. This inevitable evolution can be seen in insects that
survive pesticides and supergerms that evade antibiotics. Through their works, the artists in Future Nature capture
a distinct step in the path of nature’s evolution and together they navigate what our future nature will be.

